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Abstract
Gauss–Markov estimator of X1BX02 under a general growth curve model fY;X1BX02;
V2 ⊗ V1g is given. Necessary and sufficient conditions for equality between A1YA02 and
B1YB
0
2, where Ai D Xi.X0iWiXi/CX0iWi , Bi D Xi.X0iSiXi/CX0iSi , with Wi; Si being any
matrix, i D 1; 2; are derived. Finally, a number of criteria for A1YA02 to coincide with the
Gauss–Markov estimator of X1BX02 are established. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we use the following notation. Let Mm;n denote the set of m  n real
matrices, Hn the subset of Mm;n consisting of symmetric matrices, H>n the subset
of Hn consisting of nonnegative definite matrices, H>n the subset of H>n consisting
of positive definite matrices, and let Wm;n denote the set of m  n random matrices.
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For A;B 2 Hn; we will write A > B whenever A − B 2 H>n ; and will write A 6 B
whenever B − A 2 H>n . Given A 2 Mm;n, the symbols A0; R.A/; vec.A/; rank.A/;
A−; AC will stand for the transpose, the range, the column string, the rank, the
generalized inverse, and the Moore–Penrose inverse, respectively, of A. Given Y 2
Wm;n, the symbols E.Y / and D.Y/ will stand for the mean and the variance, respec-
tively, of vec.Y /. Given A;B 2 Mm;n; A ⊗ B will denote the Kronecker product of
A and B, defined as A ⊗ B D .aijB/. Given X;Y 2 Wm;n, when X D Y holds with
probability 1 say that X D Y .
Consider a growth curve model, denoted by
M D fY;X1BX02; V2 ⊗ V1g; (1.1)
where Y 2 Wn;q ; X1 2 Mn;p and X2 2 Mq;k are known nonzero matrices of arbi-
trary rank, B 2 Mp;k is an unknown parametric matrix, and V1 2 S>n and V2 2 S>q
are known matrices. But it is assumed, throughout the paper, that model (1.1) is
consistent (cf. [8, p. 378] and [9, p. 29]), i.e.
vec.Y / 2 R.X2 ⊗ X1VV2 ⊗ V1/: (1.2)
The growth curve model was originally introduced by Potthoff and Roy [7], be-
cause it is extensively applied to biology and medicine, etc.; a lot of statisticians,
for example, Rao [10], Rosen [11], etc., studied this model. The recent book written
by Kshirsagar and Smish [5] collects many useful results for estimation and testing
hypotheses. For some good reviews of the model we suggest the work by Woolson
and Leeper [13] and Seber [12].
When X2 D 1, model (1.1) becomes a General Gauss–Markov model. Under
the General Gauss–Markov model, it is well known that Gauss–Markov Estimator
(GME), Generalized Least-Squares Estimator (GLSE) and Ordinary Least-Squares
Estimator (OLSE) of the expectation vector are expressible as X O; X and X Q,
respectively, with
O D .X0T CX/CX0T CY
and
T D V C XUX0;
U 2 Sn satisfies rank.T / D rank.XVV /. Further,
 D .X0V CX/CX0V CY
and
Q D .X0X/CX0Y:
Zyskind [14] first showed the following necessary and sufficient condition for X Q to
equal X O:
R.V X/  R.X/:
Zyskind and Martin [15] established the following necessary and sufficient condition
for X to equal X O :
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R.X/  R.V /:
Baksalary and Kala [2] studied the equality of X O; X and X Q and established the
interesting fact that if X is equal to X Q, then they are both equal to X O (see also
[6]).
Furthermore, Baksalary and Puntanen [4] derived the following necessary and
sufficient condition for P-WLSEw.X/ to equal X O:
rank.X0WX/ D rank.X/
and
R.V W 0X/  R.X/;
where P-WLSEw.X/ D X.X0WX/−X0WY , with W satisfying
R.X0WV /  R.X0WX/ =D f0g:
In Section 2, GME of X1BX02 in model (1.1) which does not comprise the Kro-
necker product is derived. In Section 3, necessary and sufficient conditions for equal-
ity between A1YA02 and B1YB 02 are investigated. In the same section, we also de-
rive a number of criteria for P-WLSEw.X1BX02/ to be identical with GME.X1BX
0
2/
under model (1.1). As a result, work by Zyskind [14], Zyskind and Martin [15],
Baksalary and Kala [2] and Baksalary and Puntanen [4] is extended.
2. Gauss–Markov estimation
In this section, an explicit expression for the GME in model (1.1) is derived.
To prove our main theorem, Theorem 2.1, we need the following definitions and
lemmas.
Definition 2.1. The parametric functions K1BK 02 (K1 and K2 are matrices, where
K1 has p columns and K2 has k columns) are said to be estimable if there exist
matrices G 2 Ml;n and F 2 Mm;q such that
E.GYF 0/ D K1BK 02 for all B 2 Mp;k: (2.1)
Furthermore, if (2.1) holds GYF 0 is called a linear unbiased estimator for K1BK 02.
Definition 2.2. Let Q denote the set of all linear unbiased estimators. The lin-
ear functions G0YF 00 are said to be GME of the parametric functions K1BK 02, if
G0YF 00 2 Q and for any functions GYF 0 2 Q; D.G0YF 00/ 6 D.GYF/:
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 below are quoted from [1, pp. 6–7].
Lemma 2.1. For any four nonzero matrices R; T 2 Mm;p; S;U 2 Mp;l the equal-
ity
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RBS D T BU (2.2)
holds for all B 2 Mp;k if and only if there exists a unique nonzero  2 R such that
R D T ; S D .1=/U .
Lemma 2.2. The parametric functions K1BK 02 are estimable in model .1:1/ if and
only if
R.K 0i /  R.X0i /; i D 1; 2: (2.3)
Lemma 2.3. Under model .1:1/; G1YG02 D F1YF 02 holds if and only if
GiXi D iFiXi for some 12 D 1; i D 1; 2 (2.4)
and
GiVi D iFiVi for some 12 D 1; i D 1; 2:
Proof. Clearly, G1YG02 D F1YF 02 holds if and only if
E.G1YG
0
2/ D E.F1YF 02/
and
D.G1YG
0
2 − F1YF 02/ D 0;
which are equivalent to
G1X1BX
0
2G
0
2 D F1X1BX02F 02 for all B 2 Mp;k
and
.G2 ⊗ G1 − F2 ⊗ F1/.V2 ⊗ V1/ D 0;
or equivalently,
.G2 ⊗ G1 − F2 ⊗ F1/.V2 ⊗ V1/vec.D/ D 0 for all D 2 Mn;q;
i.e.
G1V1DV2G
0
2 D F1V1DV2F 02 for all D 2 Mn;q;
which leads to (2.4) from Lemma 2.1. Thus completing the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.4. For any four matrices A;B 2 Mm;m; C;D 2 Mn;n; if A > B > 0;
C > D > 0; then A ⊗ C > A ⊗ D > B ⊗ D > 0.
Proof. Refer to [3, p. 67]. 
Lemma 2.5. Let F D f O 2 Wm;1; E. O/ D g: If O1; O2 2 F and for every vector
O 2 F; D. Oi/ 6 D. O/; i D 1; 2; then
O1 D O2:
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Proof. It is obvious that the assumptions imply D. O1/ D D. O2/. Write
D
 O1
O2

D

A11 A12
A21 A11

; Aij 2 M2m;2m; i D 1; 2; j D 1; 2:
For any real number  2 .0; 1/; we have
E. O1 C .1 − / O2/ D 0:
Hence,
 O1 C .1 − / O2 2 F:
Further,
D. O1/ 6 D. O1 C .1 − / O2/;
implying that
2.1 − /.A21 C A12 − 2A11/ > 0;
which gives
A21 C A12 − 2A11 > 0: (2.5)
But
D. O1 − O2/ D 2A11 − A21 − A12 > 0:
So we have
A21 C A12 − 2A11 6 0: (2.6)
Combining (2.5) and (2.6), we get D. O1 − O2/ D 0, since E. O1 − O2/ D 0, the lemma
follows. 
Theorem 2.1 (Gauss–Markov theorem). The unique GME of the estimable functions
K1BK
0
2 in model .1:1/ is K1 OBK 02. Its variance is
D.K1 OBK 02/ D T.K1QC1 K 01 − K1U1K 01/ ⊗ .K2QC2 K 02 − K2U2K 02/U;
where
OB D QC1 X01T C1 YT C2 X2QC2
and
Qi D X0iT Ci Xi; Ti D Vi C XiUiX0i ; i D 1; 2;
Ui being any symmetric nonnegative definite matrix such that
rank.Ti/ D rank.Vi VXi/; i D 1; 2: (2.7)
Proof. Let
Pi D Xi.X0iT Ci Xi/CX0iT Ci ; i D 1; 2:
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It is easy to verify that
PiXi D XiI P 2i D Pi; i D 1; 2:
Note that
PiTi D Xi.X0iT Ci Xi/CX0i ; i D 1; 2;
and
PiVi D Xi.QCi − Ui/X0i ; i D 1; 2;
are symmetric matrices. We have
PiTi D TiP 0i ; PiVi D ViP 0i ; i D 1; 2;
and
PiViP
0
i D PiPiVi D PiVi; i D 1; 2:
(i) Unbiasedness: If the parametric functions K1BK 02 are estimable, then there
exist matrices F1 and F2 such that K1 D F1X1I K2 D F2X2: Therefore we have
E.K1 OBK 02/DE.F1X1 OBX02F 02/ D E.F1P1YP 02F 02/
DF1P1X1BX02P 02F 02 D F1X1BX02F 02 D K1BK 02:
(ii) Minimum variance: If F1YF 02 is a given unbiased estimator, then
E.F1YF
0
2/ D K1BK 02 ) F1X1BX02F 02 D K1BK 02 for all B 2 Mp;k:
By Lemma 2.1, we obtain
K1 D F1X1; K2 D −1F2X2:
Hence,
D.K1 OBK 02/ D .F1P1V1P 01F 01/ ⊗ .F2P2V2P 02F 02/:
But
D.F1YF
0
2/ D .F1V1F 01/ ⊗ .F2V2F 02/:
Since
.I − Pi/Vi.I − Pi/0 > 0; i D 1; 2;
and
PiVi D ViP 0i D PiViP 0i ; i D 1; 2;
we get
Vi > PiViP 0i ; i D 1; 2:
Hence,
FiViF
0
i > FiPiViP 0i F 0i ; i D 1; 2:
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By Lemma 2.4, we get
D.K1 OBK 02/ 6 D.F1YF 02/:
Note that
FiPiViF
0
i D FiXi.QCi − Ui/X0iFi D iKi.QCi − Ui/K 0i ; 12 D 1;
we have
D.K1 OBK2/ D T.K1QC1 K 01 − K1U1K 01/ ⊗ .K2QC2 K 02 − K2U2K 02/U
and thus completing the proof of (ii).
(iii) Uniqueness: It is easily verified by Lemma 2.5. 
3. Weighted least-squares estimation
Baksalary and Puntanen [4] discuss the origin of Weighted Least-Squares Estima-
tion (WLSE) under the general Gauss–Markov model. In their paper, weighted least-
squares estimators of X are considered as the family of all statistics of the form
Xbw D X.X0WX/−X0Wy, where W may be any matrix satisfying the condition
R.X0WV /  R.X0WX/ =D f0g:
So they adopt the notation P-WLSEw.X/. Analogously, in this paper, weighted
least-squares estimation is based on minimizing the trace of Y − X1BX02, i.e.
min
B
tr.Y − X1BX02/0W1.Y − X1BX02/W 02: (3.1)
This leads to the normal equations
X01W1X1Bw1;w2X02W 02X2 D X01W1YX02W 02: (3.2)
Notice that if W1 2 H>n and W2 2 H>q , then
R.X0iWiXi/ D R.X0iWi/; i D 1; 2;
and hence the normal equations are consistent for every Y; X1Bw1;w2X02, with Bw1;w2
being any solution to Eqs. (3.2), is called a W-weighted-least-squares estimator of
X1BX02. It has the form
WLSEw.X1BX02/ D X1.X01W1X1/−X01W1YW 02X2.X02W2X2/−0X02; (3.3)
where .X0iWiXi/− is any generalized inverse of X0iWiXi; i D 1; 2:
Three particular choices of Wi are Wi D Ii; Wi D T Ci and Wi D V Ci ; i D 1; 2:
The first leads to the OLSE of X1BX02,
OLSE.X1BX02/ D PX1YP 0X2; (3.4)
where PXi D Xi.X0iXi/−Xi D XiXCi is the orthogonal projector onto R.Xi/; i D
1; 2. The second leads to the GME of X1BX02,
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GME.X1BX02/ D P1YP 02; (3.5)
where Pi D Xi.X0iT Ci Xi/CX0iT Ci ; i D 1; 2. The third leads to the GLSE of X1BX02,
GLSE.X1BX02/ D N1YN 02; (3.6)
where Ni D Xi.X0iV Ci Xi/CX0iV Ci ; i D 1; 2:
It is clear that the desired consistency holds for every vec.Y / satisfying (1.2) if
and only if there exist matrices D1 2 Wp;k and D2 2 Wn;q such that
Y D X1D1X02 C V1D2V2
which asserts
X1.X
0
1T
C
1 X1/
CX01T
C
1 YT
C
2 X2.X
0
2T
C
2 X2/
CX02
D X1.X01T −1 X1/−X01T −1 YT −2 0X2.X02T −2 X2/−0X02:
Furthermore, if
R.Xi/  R.Vi/; i D 1; 2
(and model (1.1) is consistent), we have
X1.X
0
1V
C
1 X1/
CX01V
C
1 YV
C
2 X2.X
0
2V
C
2 X2/
CX02
D X1.X01V −1 X1/−X01V −1 YV −2 0X2.X02V −2 X2/−0X02:
When an estimator A1YA02 which utilizes any matrix Wi may no longer be
interpretable through minimizing an expression of the form (3.1), we adopt the
term pseudo-W-weighted-least-squares estimator of X1BX02 and the notation
P-WLSEw.X1BX02/:
In the following theorem, we derive a criterion for P-WLSEw.X1BX02/ to be
P-WLSEs .X1BX02/ in model (1.1) under the conditions either X0iWiViT Ci Xi =D 0
or X0iSiViT
C
i Xi =D 0; i D 1; 2: At last, a number of criteria for A1YA02
to be GME.X1BX02/ are also discussed. Without loss of generality, we assume that
X0iWiViT
C
i Xi =D 0; i D 1; 2. Regarding B as free to vary.
Theorem 3.1. In model .1:1/; for
P-WLSEw.X1BX02/ D X1.X01W1X1/CX01W1YW 02X2.X02W 02X2/CX02;
P-WLSEs .X1BX02/ D X1.X01S1X1/CX01S1YS02X2.X02S02X2/CX02;
with Wi; Si ; i D 1; 2 being any matrix; the following statements are equivalentV
.a/ P-WLSEw.X1BX02/ D P-WLSEs.W1BX02/for all vec Y 2 R.X2 ⊗ X1VV2 ⊗ V1/;
.b/ R.X0iW 0i Xi/ D R.X0iS0iXi/ .3:7/
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and
R.TiW
0
i XiX
0
iWiXi/ D R.TiS0iXiX0iSiXi/; i D 1; 2: (3.8)
Proof. Let
Ai D Xi.X0iWiXi/CX0iWi;
Bi D Xi.X0iSiXi/CX0iSi :
From Lemma 2.3, we have
P-WLSEw.X1BX02/ D P-WLSEs.X1BX02/;
i.e.
A1YA2 D B1YB2
holds if and only if
AiXi D iBiXi for some 1; 2 6D 0; satisfying 12 D 1 (3.9)
and
AiVi D iBiVi for some 1; 2 6D 0; satisfying 12 D 1: (3.10)
Noting that premultiplication in (3.9) by X0iWi leads to R.X0iW 0i Xi/  R.X0iS0iXi/:
Similarly, we have R.X0iS0iXi/  R.X0iW 0i Xi/. This leads to (3.7) holds.
Observing that premultiplication in (3.9) by X0iWi and (3.7) yields i D 1, sim-
ilarly, premultiplying (3.10) by X0iWi , postmultiplying (3.10) by T Ci Xi; X0iWiVi
T Ci Xi =D 0 and AiXi D BiXi , we have i D 1. Since Ti D Vi C XiUiX0i , we get
AiTi D BiTi: (3.11)
Since ACAA0 D A0, we obtain
Xi.X
0
iW
0
i Xi/
CX0iW 0i XiX0iWiXi D XiX0iWiXi;
which leads to
R.TiW
0
i XiX
0
iWiXi/ D R.TiA0i /: (3.12)
Similarly,
R.TiS
0
iXiX
0
iSiXi/ D R.TiB 0i /; i D 1; 2: (3.13)
Combining (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13), we know (3.8) holds. This completes the proof
of the part of (a) H) (b).
Conversely, if (3.7) holds, then we obtain
X0iSiXi D X0iSiXi.X0iWiXi/C.X0iWiXi/ (3.14)
(cf. [8, p. 21]). Premultiplying (2.20) by Xi.X0iSiXi/C yields
BiXi DXi.X0iSiXi/CX0iSiXi.X0iWiXi/C.X0iWiXi/
DXi.X0iWiXi/CXiWiXi
DAiXi: (3.15)
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On the other hand, from (3.8), (3.12) and (3.13), we know that there exists matrix
Di such that
TiA
0
i D TiB 0iDi : (3.16)
Noticing that premultiplication in (3.16) by X0iT Ci leads to
X0iA0i D X0iB 0iDi: (3.17)
Premultiplying (3.17) by .X0iS0iXi/C leads to .X0iS0iXi/CX0i D .X0iS0iXi/CX0iDi; i D
1; 2. So we have AiTi D BiTi , which yields AiVi D BiVi , i.e., (3.10) holds. Thus
completing the proof of the part of (b) H) (a). 
When Wi and Si satisfy either
rank.X0iW 0i Xi/ D rank.X0iW 0i /
or
rank.X0iS0iXi/ D rank.X0iS0i /;
the part (a) () (b) of Theorem 3.1 leads to the following.
Corollary 3.1. In model .1:1/; for
P-WLSEw.X1BX02/ D X1.X01W1X1/−X01W1YX2W 02.X02W2X2/−0X02;
P-WLSEs.X1BX02/ D X1.X01S1X1/−X01S1YX2S02.X02S2X2/−0X02;
with Wi; Si satisfying either rank.X0iW 0i Xi/ D rank.XiW 0i / or rank.X0iS0iXi/ D
rank.XiS0i /; i D 1; 2; the following statements are equivalentV
(a) P-WLSEw.X1BX02/ D P-WLSEs .X1BX02/for all vec Y 2 R.X2 ⊗ X1VV2 ⊗ V1/.
(b) R.X0iW 0i Xi/ D R.X0iS0iXi/ and R.TiW 0i Xi/ D R.TiS0iXi/.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let
rank.X0iW 0i Xi/ D rank.XiW 0i /:
Since
rank.TiW 0i Xi/> rank.TiW 0i Xi.X0iW 0i Xi/CX0i /
> rank.TiW 0i Xi.X0iW 0i Xi/CX0iW 0i Xi/
Drank.TiW 0i Xi/;
we obtain
rank.TiW 0i Xi.X0iW 0i Xi/CX0i / D rank.TiW 0i Xi/; i D 1; 2: (3.18)
Combining (3.12), (3.13) and (3.18), (3.8) reduces to R.TiW 0i Xi/ D R.TiS0iXi/; and
the theorem follows. 
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Remark 1. In the particular case of Wi 2 H>n and Si 2 H>q ; i D 1; 2; part (b) of
Corollary 3.1 leads to the following:
R.X0iWiXi/ D R.X0iSiXi/ and R.TiWiXi/ D R.TiSiXi/:
In the particular case of Si D T Ci ; i.e., when P-WLSEs.X1BX02/ reduces to
GME.X1BX02/ defined in (3.5), part (a) () (b) of Corollary 3.1 leads to the fol-
lowing:
Corollary 3.2. In model .1:1/; the following statements are equivalentV
(a) P-WLSEw.X1BX02/ D GME.X1BX02/;
(b) R.X0iW 0i Xi/ D R.Xi/ and R.TiW 0i Xi/ D R.Xi/;
(c) R.X0iW 0i Xi/ D R.Xi/ and R.ViW 0i Xi/  R.Xi/; i D 1; 2:
In the particular case of Wi D Ii ; Si D T Ci ; i.e., when P-WLSEw.X1BX02/ and
P-WLSEs .X1BX02/ represent OLSE.X1BX02/ and GME.X1BX02/ defined in (3.4)
and (3.5), respectively, the part (a) () (b) of Corollary 3.1 leads to the following.
Corollary 3.3. In model .1:1/; the following statements are equivalentV
(a) OLSE.X1BX02/ D GME.X1BX02/;
(b) R.TiXi/ D R.Xi/;
(c) R.ViXi/  R.Xi/; i D 1; 2.
In the particular case of Wi D V Ci ; Si D T Ci ; i.e. when P-WLSEw.X1BX02/
and P-WLSEs .X1BX02/ represent GLSE.X1BX02/ and GME.X1BX02/ defined in
(3.6) and (3.5), respectively, the part (a) () (b) of Corollary 3.1 leads to the fol-
lowing.
Corollary 3.4. In model .1:1/; the following statements are equivalentV
(a) GLSE.X1BX02/ D GME.X1BX02/;
(b) R.Xi/  R.Vi/; i D 1; 2.
In the particular case of Wi D V Ci ; Si D ICi ; i.e. when P-WLSEw.X1BX02/ and
P-WLSEs .X1BX02/ represent GLSE.X1BX02/ and OLSE.X1BX02/ defined in (3.14)
and (3.4), respectively, since R.ViXi/ D R.Xi/ is equivalent to R.V Ci Xi/ D R.Xi/,
the part (a) () (b) of Corollary 3.1 leads to the following.
Corollary 3.5. In model .1:1/; the following statements are equivalentV
(a) OLSE.X1BX02/ D GLSE.X1BX02/;
(b) R.ViXi/ D R.Xi/; i D 1; 2.
Remark 2. In model (1.1), applying Corollaries 3.3–3.5, it is an obvious fact that if
OLSE.X1BX02/ D GLSE.X1BX02/ holds, then they are both equal to GME.X1BX02/.
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